When a charged insulating spherical shell is uniformly accelerated, an oppositely directed electric field is produced inside. Outside the field is the Born field of a uniformly accelerated charge, modified by a dipole. Radiation is produced.
Introduction
When a massive spherical shell is accelerated a free body inside it experiences a parallel gravity field, i.e., the inertial axes inside accelerate. When the massive shell rotates the inertial axes inside also rotate. Weak versions of these inertia induction effects were discovered by Einstein (1912) in Prague [1] in the early variable-velocity-of-light version of his gravitational theories. He described them clearly in his 1913 letter to Mach [2] . In weak-field General Relativity he derives them in his book [3] but the non-Newtonian phenomena involved stretch the linearised theory to a doubtful level of approximation. Indeed the mass induction effect also discussed by Einstein was demonstrated to be a coordinate dependent effect by Brans (1962) [4] .
Whereas a series of papers has been directed at the rotation of inertial frames within spheres, etc., Thirring (1918 Thirring ( , 1921 [5] , Lense & Thirring (1918) [6] , Brill & Cohen (1966) [7] , Lindblom & Brill (1974) [8] , Embacher (1988) [9] , Pfister & Braun (1985) [10] , Klein (1993) [11] , Lynden-Bell et al. (1995) [12] , Katz et al. (1998) [13] , less attention has been given to linear acceleration of the inertial frames within strongly relativistic spherical shells. This is perhaps because of the difficulty of producing strong accelerations in General Relativity without severe distortion of the problem to be solved 1 . Near accelerating point masses the effects are complicated by the infall of the inertial frames and the gravomagnetic fields due to motion, but a few have been undeterred by these complications, e.g., Farhoosh & Zimmerman (1980) [15] .
In continuation of our studies of Mach's Principle & Machian effects within General Relativity [12, 16, 17, 18, 13] , we demonstrate here the strong acceleration of the inertial frame within a massive charged spherical shell of mass m and radius b, which is itself accelerated by a strong electric field. To do this we bring the system to rest by applying the equivalence principle and putting the system in an external gravity field g. Such a field can be provided by a distant massive body M which can also be so charged that it supplies the electric field ( Figure  1 ). To ensure that the principle of equivalence applies, the external tidal field of such a body across our spherical shell must be negligible. This can be achieved at constant internal potential by shrinking both the shell and its mass m in proportion. We are interested in effects of order gGm/(bc 2 ) in acceleration. We fix g and m/b. The tidal accelerations are of order (GM/R 3 )b = g 3/2 b(GM ) −1/2 which can be made as small as we like by decreasing b (and m) at constant ratio keeping g and M fixed.
The ratio of the accelerations we are interested in to those we wish to neglect is then (Gm/bc 2 )(R/b) which we make as large as we like by taking b R with m/b fixed. Notice we can do this with g = GM/R 2 held fixed at any value we like so we may study large accelerations and strong gravity (Gm/bc 2 ∼ 1). We thus reduce the problem to statics and use the beautiful conformastatic solutions of Einstein's equations for charged dust with balancing gravitational and electrostatic forces (see Appendix C). We show that the gravity field inside the massive charged spherical shell that sits balanced in such applied fields is smaller than the applied gravity field by the ratios of the g 00 which are them-
The problem may seem somewhat contrived in that it is not met in nature. We argue that it provides an ideal test-bed for study of strong linear dragging by large accelerations with strong relativistic effects and it is most unlikely that a simpler thought experiment can be devised.
However before entering the complications of general relativity it is wise to study the analogous problems in the electrodynamics of flat-space. For them we can determine truly time-dependent phenomena with the sphere initially at rest and only later given a uniform acceleration α. For the transient behaviour see Appendix B. We encounter the oft discussed question whether a uniformly accelerated charge radiates and whether the equivalence principle applies to a radiating charge. This was well discussed by Fulton and Rohrlich (1960) [19] but even their excellent paper did not settle the question for some (Rosen 1962[20] ). We have found it particularly interesting to draw the electric field lines of the Born (1909) solution [21] for a uniformly accelerated charge (see also Schott [22] ) in several Lorentz frames including those in which the charged particle is momentarily at rest; see Figures 2a, b, c, d, e. The field lines are circles that intersect at the particle (Bondi & Gold 1955[23] ). We join them far away to the initial Coulomb field of the fast moving particle before the steady deceleration brought it to near rest. In that field there is also a magnetic field with circular magnetic field lines around the direction the particle was moving. Such figures help us to envision how the Born solution describes the radiating field of an accelerated particle in the one case but can also describe the non-radiative static field of a particle held stationary in a uniform gravity field! As Boulware (1980) [24] showed, the principle of equivalence still holds in the region accessible to both the static and the coaccelerated observer, but does not hold beyond the event horizon of the coaccelerated observer who can see neither the radiation of the charge that is accelerated with him nor its effects.
The field of an accelerated charged spherical shell
For comparison to our sympathetic dragging calculations in gravity, we need the electromagnetic field inside a uniformly charged accelerated shell. Whereas the Born field of a point charge is well discussed, we give here the corresponding field inside and outside an accelerated charged shell. Inside the field rapidly (2b/c) settles down to a uniform one but outside the propagation takes longer. Initially we calculate the field for short times only but the near field outside soon becomes that of a charge with a forward pointing electric dipole and no higher multipoles. These fit respectively the exact Born field and the exact field of uniformly accelerated dipole, both of which are known [25] . Thus our short-time calculation of the dipole moment tells us the coefficient of the dipole solution which should be added to the Born field to give the complete solution for the uniformly accelerated shell at all times. We shall consider times close to the moment when the shell is stationary in our frame. Both charges and currents lie close to the shell r = b. The surface charge density is Q/(4πb 2 ) so we have a charge density
where D(t) is the small displacement of the sphere at time t. Likewise the current on the sphere is
Hats denote unit vectors.
To find the potentials we wish to solve
3)
We first solve for the Green's function χ such that
and
The Green's function χ which solves (2.5) and has only a retarded solution in r ≥ b is readily shown to be
where Θ is 1 for a positive argument and zero otherwise. A detailed derivation of (2.9) is given in Katz et al. (1998) [13] . Returning to (2.6) and using 
The fields are readily derived from E = −c −1Ȧ − ∇Φ. Inside the uniformly accelerated sphere we have, writing a = c 2 /α, 14) and outside
We have performed our calculation under the assumption that the movement of the sphere during the time considered is much less than the radius of the sphere. Thus the result is only valid provided the times involved obey During this time the signal will propagate to r = ct so the solution is only valid where r 2 2bc
2 α −1 = 2ab. To get the field at greater distances we may refer to Born's solution for the field of a point charge which is uniformly accelerated in its own frame so its position is given by
This is given in Appendix A. We initially expected the external field of our accelerated sphere on which the charge density was frozen, to match exactly the "small acceleration" (large a) limit of the Born solution. However the presence of b 2 terms in (2.15) shows that this cannot be the case since in Born's solution there is no b. Indeed those terms show that our accelerated sphere has a dipole of moment P = 1 6 Q(b 2 /a)ẑ. Bičák and Muschall (1991) [25] showed how to get the exact solutions for uniformly accelerated multipoles by differentiating Born's solution with respect to a. Putting their dipole equal to the above P and adding the result to Born's solution gives the exact external solution for our uniformly accelerated sphere, see (2.17), etc. below. Of course if we set b = t = 0 our external fields fit the Born solution including terms of order 1/a but not when r > a. The physical origin of our forward pointing dipole is interesting. Our E field arises as it should from a spherically symmetrical distribution of surface charge. In the Born solution the field-lines droop under their acceleration-induced weight (see Fig. 2b ). By demanding that our sphere be of uniform surface density we have demanded no droop out to r = b. The droop of the Born field lines is therefore offset by the forward pointing dipolar field we have found.
If we cut Born's solution at r = b we may replace the inside with a charged shell but, its internal E field is not our − . Thus our 'exact' solution for a uniformly charged uniformly accelerated sphere is not Born's field outside, but is given by
where, to allow steady uniform acceleration, we have to take b a = c 2 /α, and Φ B and A B are given in Appendix A. Inside the sphere, which becomes Lorentz contracted into an oblate spheroid away from t = 0, the electric field is always given by (2.14) with no magnetic field there. These properties follow from Lorentz transformation of our t = 0 field. We discuss the transients when the shell starts from rest in Appendix B.
Born's field is static in uniformly accelerated axes.
Gravity in Accelerated Shells
In weak field theory, Einstein considered a spherical shell of mass m and radius b that was weakly accelerated by some unspecified forces and looked at the metric inside the shell. We wish to accelerate a massive shell quite rapidly and we need to specify some way of doing it because the stresses involved will produce their own gravity. We therefore consider a uniformly charged insulating massive spherical shell in an electric field so that every element will accelerate uniformly without any acceleration-induced stresses. Einstein using his 1912 theory [1] found a uniform gravity field of strength fGm c 2 b α within his accelerating shell, where f was 3/2 using coordinate time. However in his 1955 book [3] he gives the weak field relativistic formulae in the de Donder gauge. Evaluating these, including retardation in the potential, gives anȦ term -4× the analogous electrical one and a ∇Φ term equal and opposite to the electrical one. So we get from Einstein's weak field formulae f = 11/3. So we should expect a free test body inside our shell to accelerate in sympathy but less rapidly than the shell itself. However time-dependent problems in general relativity are difficult, so rather than solving a difficult problem we shall use the principle of equivalence to reduce it to an easy one. The acceleration of the whole shell is equivalent to a uniform gravity field imposed from outside. If E is the accelerating electric field and q and m are the charge and mass of the shell, then the upward acceleration is α = qE/m as shown in Bičák 1980[26] . The extra 'fictitious' downward gravity field that appears to a coaccelerated observer is g = −α, and the principle of equivalence is that the metric felt by such an observer will be the same as that static metric felt when the extra gravity field, g, is really present. To generate such a real gravity field we place a very large mass M at a large distance Z down the z axis such that the gravity field due to it is just g that is g GM/Z 2 . We may also use this mass to generate the electric field E by giving it a charge Q = EZ 2 . Then the gravitational attraction of m by M exactly cancels their electrical repulsion so the whole system is static and at least classically qQ = GmM . Because it makes even the general relativity easy we shall take both the sphere and the large M to have equal charge to mass ratio so q/m = Q/M = √ G. That is each has the charge/mass ratio of the extreme Reisner-Nordström black hole. To attain bodies with Q = √ GM we put together N (1 − f ) hydrogen atoms and N f protons to give Q = f N e and 
where
Take any function V that → 1 at infinity and satisfies V −3 ∇ 2 V ≤ 0. Then defining a proper energy density ρ by
where κ = 8πG/c 4 and
we find that the metric solves the Einstein-Maxwell equations with electric field
∂z . Since these solutions are more commonly described for arbitrary point masses with the appropriate charges we give a brief outline of them in Appendix C. Now ∇ 2 is an operator in (x, y, z) space while ρ is a proper energy density of charged dust. To find the corresponding coordinate density of dust we set
For our problem we need the conformastatic metric of a spherical shell with a distant charged mass, see Fig. 1 . Taking relativistic units G = c = 1,
where R and r are the x, y, z coordinate distances from M and m. Far away from both shells, g 00 = V −2 = 1 − 2M/R − 2m/r. Any test mass with charge to mass ratio √ G will be in static equilibrium with balancing gravitational and electric forces if placed at any point in such a metric. However we shall be concerned with the motion of an uncharged test mass. Placed well away from the spherical shell m and at the same distance Z from M , Figure 1 , a test mass will accelerate 2 towards M with initial acceleration |g| = M Z 2 but will the acceleration of a test mass placed inside the spherical shell be greater or less than |g|?
Relative to freely falling axes the shell is accelerated upwards by the electric field so we expect a test mass inside to have an acceleration in sympathy. Thus relative to static axes we expect the acceleration of the test mass within the sphere to be smaller than |g|. However in strong field general relativity there are other effects that work in the same direction. What should we compare, coordinate accelerations, and the conserved specific energy is ε = V −2ṫ , where a dot means d/dτ . Since dτ is ds along the particle's motion,
From the above we find expressions for g c , g p and g u . For a body released from rest (ε = V −1 ) the initial accelerations are
Each of these measures of acceleration is affected by the value of V as well as its gradient. So, if the potential, m/b, due to the shell is large, the acceleration of the body inside the shell will be much reduced compared with that of another body far from m but at the same distance from M . Whereas in (3.7) and (3.9) much of this difference can be attributed to slowed time that does not account for the result (3.8) where such effects are eliminated by using time as measured on the particle. In these conformastatic models there is an invariant definition of the gravity field. All are agreed that the systems are in balance and that any test particle of charge to mass ratio √ G can be placed anywhere in such a metric and will be in equilibrium. Thus the electric field in the static frame (which is invariantly defined) must be equal and opposite to the gravitational field g. Since the electric field is ∇(V −1 ), the gravitational field is −∇(V −1 ) = V −2 ∇V . So this invariant definition of the gravity field leads us back to g p . Comparing those accelerations inside the shell to those far from it we have [28] our coordinate radius r is related to Schwarzschild's coordinate r s by r = r s −m. We have argued above that this reduction of the test mass's acceleration is due to its sympathetic dragging produced by the acceleration of the surrounding shell (relative to freely falling axes). However, let us now take the view of the static observer at infinity; the shell is not accelerating at all. It then appears strange that this zero acceleration can have any effect. Indeed Einstein attributed such effects that did not involve his 'vector potential' A not to any sympathetic dragging but to mass induction -an increase of inertia due to the presence of the surrounding sphere. The calculation above shows that the reduced gravity field, as seen in the static frame, is parallelled by the reduction of the electric field. We do not attribute the latter to any change of charge, so the former should not be attributed to Einstein's mass induction but is better viewed as a "diagravitational" effect of the potential, similar to a dielectric effect, but reducing both the electric and the gravitational fields inside the medium. Evidently the sympathetic dragging interpretation in the freely falling frame is equivalent to this diagravitational effect in the static frame.
Static Charge in a Conformastatic (1 + β cos θ)
Weighted Shell
The method of the last section can be used to give a finite region of almost uniform gravity field within a single spherical shell of total mass M with all charges equal to √ G times all masses. Take
where A is a constant. Inside, ∇V is constant but the gravity field g varies at order A 2 as it is V −2 ∇V . The coordinate surface density of mass on the shell, σ c , is given by integrating (3.3) across the shell 4πσ c = 4πV
where we have written σ for the proper surface density per unit proper area; the metric is
which is flat space in accelerated axes (cf [26] ) and A is identified with our former a −1 . The physical electric field in our conformastatic metric is E = ∇V −1 everywhere and this ∇ is the coordinate ∇. Writing it in terms of the physicists gradient per unit distance ∇ p = V −1 ∇ so E = −∇ p lnV and lnV is the physicists potential (in volts say). Now this is invariant for purely spatial coordinate changes like that above. Hence the potential due to adding a small charge q at the origin (with the mass appropriate for the conformastat) is q/(rV ).
Rewriting r and V , r = Kr 1 + which agrees with Born's field in accelerated axes to this order.
The field E is still given in conformastatic coordinates by
Outside the field is still static and given by (4.6) but of course the external form of V must be used there.
Radiation and the Equivalence Principle
In the last section we had a static charge in the gravitational field of a shell. It produces the Born field locally but no radiation. In Section 2 we had an accelerated charged sphere in flat space which produced a 'Born' field with radiation at large distances.
Here we analyse the electromagnetic field of a particle which after moving uniformly at high speed has decelerated to rest and will continue its constant acceleration until it disappears whence it came. We draw the field lines and show that it radiates in a region inaccessible to the coaccelerating observer which does not exist for the static charge in the shell. Then we consider the corresponding problem for accelerated masses producing gravitational radiation. Figure 2a is a space-time diagram with time plotted to the left and z upwards. The reason for z up will soon appear. t is plotted leftwards so that creatures of habit can recover their familiar space-time diagram by rotating the page by 90
• . The charged particle is confined to the line x = y = 0 and at P it is moving downwards at a little less than the light velocity. However it is uniformly accelerated upwards, for t ≥ t 0 , so that the acceleration felt in the momentary rest frames is constant thereafter. This acceleration slows it to momentary rest at O before it continues to accelerate upwards to O and beyond. The space-time diagram is drawn using coordinates and time appropriate for its rest moment at O. Prior to arrival at P the particle was moving downwards at constant velocity so the acceleration only started at P . It is clear from Fig. 2a that a coaccelerated observer who moves with the particle can never see anything in the lower left of the diagram below the shaded line, z = z + a = t. Light from such points can never reach any point of the hyperbola P OO . Thus the region z < t is beyond his horizon which is at z = t. Likewise nothing done by such an observer can influence the region below z = −t unless it was already done before the particle started to accelerate (and before the particle crossed out of that region at S). Figure 2b shows a perpendicular slice of Minkowski space containing the x, z plane through O. The lines of force of the Born electric field are a set of circles through O whose centres lie on z = −a, (i.e., z = 0). P is the same point of space as P but at the later time (as reckoned in this Minkowski frame). Beyond the circle of radius t 0 around P there has not been time for the field to feel the acceleration that started at t 0 so the field is the old field that there would have been had the particle continued its prior uniform motion to Q. Now the field of a fast moving particle is a radial electric field flattened by Lorentz contraction along its direction of motion (See Fig. 2d ) and accompanied by circles of magnetic field around the direction of motion; so this is the field centred on Q beyond t 0 from P . The field lines of the Born field in Figure  2b droop because in the accelerated frame that travels with the particle there is an apparent gravity field downwards and gravity acts on the field's energy and stresses. There is no magnetic field in the Born region of this diagram because we have taken the time symmetric moment, t = 0, when the particle is momentarily at rest. Then the Born fields in both the Minkowski and the accelerated frames coincide. There is no transient between the Born field and the fast particle's field, merely the circular front (see Appendix B). It is of interest to see how the field in Figure 2b evolves at later times. We draw it in two instructively different ways when the particle has moved on to O . It seems natural to take moving axes and draw the field in the frame in which the particle at O is at rest. We then get Figure 2c in which the Born part of the field extends farther, the front is now closer to X and the original fast particle's field beyond it is more Lorentz contracted since in these axes the particle at P was moving faster. It is instructive to see what cut in space-time corresponds to this diagram. It is O X in Figure 2a . Thus the set of such pictures in which the Born field is static are a set of cuts through X. These diagrams only cover the upper and lower of the four sectors through X, the others are unrepresented so far.
On the cut P X the Born region has shrunk to zero and P is reduced to rest so the field is just that of a static charge. We have not drawn that figure. However we have drawn in Figure 2d the field lines of the rapidly moving unaccelerated charge corresponding to the slice Y P through Figure 2a at time t 0 . This shows the Lorentz contracted Coulomb field and the associated magnetic field in circles about the motion. The corresponding slice at time t = 0 is of course Figure  2b . In Figure 2e we draw the vertical slice through O . We now reach into the radiation zone invisible to coaccelerating observers and indeed Q has now moved into that zone at Q . The electric field lines are again circles through O centred on z = 0 but now they are accompanied by magnetic fields in circles and start to converge again before joining the old field of the fast moving particle outside the circular front. Some may feel surprised that the fields change discontinuously on this front although the potentials are of course continuous. One might have expected that discontinuous changes in field would always be accompanied by surface densities of charge or current but in fact such changes can happen on null surfaces as is the case here. An even more extreme configuration is illustrated in Gull et al. [29] among their pictures of various electromagnetic fields. To see the radiation in the Born field one sets t = u + r which brings one clearly into the "radiative zone" of Figure 2a and takes the asymptotic form at large r with u fixed. This gives
Thus E and B are perpendicular and perpendicular tor, and fall only as r
which demonstrates the radiative field in this region.
The only explicit solutions of Einstein's equations available today that represent radiative gravitational fields of finite sources have much in common with the Born solution in electrodynamics. These "boost-rotation symmetric" space-times have two symmetries exhibited by the axial Killing vector, and the boost Killing vector which, in appropriate coordinates, has the flatspace form, ζ α = (z, 0, 0, t). The Born solution has the same symmetries. The boost-rotation symmetric space-times represent the fields of "uniformly accelerated particles" which may be black holes as is the case for the C-metric. The "sources" of the accelerations are strings along the z-axis. Analogously to the Born solution, gravitational waves are found in the region |t| > |z| where the boost Killing vector is space-like. In the region |z| > |t|, the metrics can be transformed into static forms -the sources are at rest in uniformly accelerated reference frames, again in full analogy with the Born case. The radiative character of the solutions is best seen on asymptotic forms of the Riemann tensor at null infinity. The Riemann tensor falls-off as r −1 , in the analogy with the "radiative fall-off" of electric and magnetic fields at r → ∞ with u fixed, given in (5.1), (5.2) . In addition, the analogous features of fields due to some specific exact boost-rotation symmetric space-times and uniformly accelerated charges appear even in the radiation patterns and total rates of radiation, as first demonstrated many years ago [30] .
The structure of general boost-rotation symmetric space-times was analysed much later by Bičák & Schmidt (1989) [31] . In the review "Radiative spacetimes: exact approaches" [32] , the main properties and applications of the boostsymmetric space-times are summarised.
Appendix A Born's Solution (c = 1)
Born's solution is written in terms of R 2 = x 2 + y 2 and z = z + a. We put
The Born potentials are
From these follow the fields
whereR andẑ are unit vectors along (x, y, 0) and (0, 0, 1) respectively. To evaluate the dipolar contribution to (2.17) we need
Since dipoles are generated by small shifts we have following Bičák & Muschall (1980) [25] 
with an analogous formula for A. Thus the total external potential Φ is given by multiplying (A7) by and densities ρ(x, y, z) and ρ e (x, y, z) (not initially assumed to be equal), in the coordinates of the metric (C1). Therefore, the energy-momentum tensor of the dust is T µν (dust) = ρU µ U ν , and its current density is j µ = ρ e U µ , where U µ = δ µ 0 V . The electromagnetic field is described by F µν = A ν,µ − A µ,ν , with A µ = (φ, 0, 0, 0), and the standard energy-momentum tensor
The Ricci tensor components for the metric (C1) read
the scalar curvature is
Here the standard flat-space notation is used:
(Our Ricci tensor components are defined so that they have opposite signs to those of Synge [27] in his equations (181) and his U is our V .) Now the nondiagonal space components of the Einstein equations,
where we have chosen the sign that corresponds to positive charges and we have set to zero an additive constant in the electric potential. 
while the sole non-trivial Maxwell equation to be satisfied, is
with φ given by (C7) and V fulfilling (C8). By comparison we conclude that the charge density must necessarily be equal to the mass density or, in nonrelativistic units,
For any function V (x, y, z) which satisfies V −3 ∇ 2 V ≤ 0, Eq. (C8) guarantees that the mass density is non-negative. Thus, a solution describing space-time with an arbitrary mass density ρ = −2κ
, which is kept in equilibrium by the charged density ρ e = √ Gρ, is constructed. The additional condition, V → 1 at infinity, makes the space-time asymptotically flat. The physical (frame) components of the electric field are given by
These conformastats are useful because one can construct bodies of arbitrary shape and mass density [37] , or study the model problems as here in Sections 3 and 4. In this space-time diagram the z-axis is upwards and time increases to the left. A charged particle moves uniformly downwards till it reaches P when it is uniformly accelerated upwards coming to momentary rest at O before accelerating up to O and beyond. Had the particle not been accelerated it would have followed SP QQ Q . The shaded line z = t is the event horizon for an observer accelerating with the charge. X is a distance c 2 /α = a below O; α is the acceleration. Figure 2a . The particle is momentarily at rest at O but accelerating upward. The field lines droop under the effective gravity induced by this acceleration but beyond ct 0 from P there has not been time for the field to be modified from what it would have been had the particle continued on its unaccelerated path to Q. The field would then have pointed at the particle so outside a sphere of radius ct 0 it still points there. There is no magnetic field within that sphere but outside it the field has a magnetic component as though the particle was at Q and still moving downward at a rate that flattens the Coulomb field by a factor 2. The magnetic field is only present in this outer region and lies in rings about the particle's original motion. Figure 2a . The electric field lines are again shown after a Lorentz transformation has reduced the particle at O to rest. Had the particle continued uniformly in a straight line from P it would have been at Q , the far field still points there since the message that the particle has been accelerated has not yet come there. In this frame the particle was originally moving even faster so its Coulomb field is flattened by a factor 4. Figure 2a . The drooping electric field lines even start reconverging in the region beyond the particle's event horizon which is the zone where radiation is found. In the near zone the magnetic field has felt the upward motion of the particle so lies in opposing loops to the outer zone where the field still does not appreciate that the particle has ceased its downward motion.
